The Outstanding Communicator:

How to Win/Win Talking With Anyone
About Anything

Who is this for?
People who struggle in their relationships around saying what they need to say, being able to be empathetic
and compassionate, making timely, solid decisions, having clarity about their path forward, or taking action based
on their passions.
This training is designed to quiet the internal noise and strife that gets in the way of being the person we want to be —
to show up for ourselves and our people as concerned, competent, and capable. When we practice the work
in this training, our inner conflict begins to resolve, leading the way for less outer conflict and more thriving. Confidence
is a core skill that, when fully developed, eases the way for us to live authentically and connected to the people and work
that we love most.

How it works

Results and Expectations

The ancient yogis and the modern neuroscientists
agree: creating change and choice in life happens both
in our minds and in our bodies. In live small-group
courses Anne uses the ancient art and science of yoga,
pairs it with the best of what cutting-edge brain
researchers are learning, and gives participants
specific, simple practices that, over time, will create
lasting and profound change in their lives using:

Every person and situation is different and so too
will results from the work but in general, people who do
this work with Anne experience:

• skills development

• Stronger, more productive relationships

• movement
• breathe control
• mind training

• More options for responding productively
• Better ability to collaborate strategically
• More ability to foster a respectful and inclusive
environment
• A strengthening of personal character and integrity
• Better ability to make good decisions

• writing exercises
• role-playing
• group and one-on-one interaction

Contact Anne O’Connor at anneoconnor@metamorphix.us or 608.606.4808 to discuss this course for your group.

